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 Racism is an evil which endures in our society and in our Church.  

 We do not deny that changes have been made, that laws have been passed, that policies have been 

implemented. We do not deny that the ugly external features of racism which marred our society have in part 

been eliminated. But neither can it be denied that too often what has happened has only been a covering 

over, not a fundamental change.  

 In response to this mood, we wish to call attention to the persistent presence of racism and in particular to 

the relationship between racial and economic justice. Racism and economic oppression are distinct but 

interrelated forces which dehumanize our society.  

 Racism is a sin: a sin that divides the human family, blots out the image of God among specific members of 

that family, and violates the fundamental human dignity of those called to be children of the same Father. 

Racism is the sin that says some human beings are inherently superior and others essentially inferior 

because of races. It is the sin that makes racial characteristics the determining factor for the exercise of 

human rights.  

The sin is social in nature in that each of us, in varying degrees, is responsible. All of us in some measure 

are accomplices.  

 Racism is apparent when we note that the population is our prisons consists disproportionately of minorities; 

that violent crime is the daily companion of a life of poverty and deprivation; and that the victims of such 

crimes are also disproportionately nonwhite and poor. Racism is also apparent in the attitudes and behavior 

of some law enforcement officials and in the unequal availability of legal assistance. 

 Each of us as Catholics must acknowledge a share in the mistakes and sins of the past. Many of us have 

been prisoners of fear and prejudice. We have preached the Gospel while closing our eyes to the racism it 

condemns. We have allowed conformity to social pressures to replace compliance with social justice. 

 Racism is not merely one sin among many; it is a radical evil that divides the human family and denies the 

new creation of a redeemed world. To struggle against it demands an equally radical transformation, in our 

own minds and hearts as well as in the structure of our society.                                                                      

 As individuals we should try to influence the attitudes of others by expressly rejecting racial stereotypes, 

racial slurs and racial jokes. We should influence the members of our families, especially our children, to be 

sensitive to the authentic human values and cultural contributions of each racial grouping in our country. 

 We strongly urge that special attention be directed to the plight of undocumented workers and that every 

effort be made to remove the fear and prejudice of which they are victims. 

 The difficulties of these new times demand a new vision and a renewed courage to transform our society 

and achieve justice for all. We must fight for the dual goals of racial and economic justice with determination 

and creativity.  


